Extension of the Trusted Cloud Domain for the Composite Cloud Process
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Abstract -- Internet is a "network of networks" that consists of millions of private and public, academic, business, and government networks of local to global scope that are linked by copper wires, fiber-optic cables, wireless connections, and other technologies. Cloud computing [1] is a new flavor of computing where our trend of using internet changes. It makes a virtual pool of resources such as storage, CPU, networks and memory to fulfill the user’s resource requirement and provides on demand (pay per use) hardware and software services without barriers. It can be named as dynamic computing because it provides resources, when required. Cloud Computing manages the pool of resources automatically and dynamically through software and hardware. Various businesses form their cloud for the users to provide pay per use services. Users are required to access the cloud according to the service. In this way, user can get benefited from the proprietary cloud on cheap prices but it is difficult for the user to find the cloud that can fulfill his demand. It is also not safe for cloud to cloud communication without trust. To resolve such difficulties and various other issues, it is required to extend the trusted cloud domain for accessing the compatible services provided by other clouds.
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I. Introduction

Cloud Computing is the pool of services which provides faster, cheaper, scalable and optimized services to the users. These services include storage, processing power, memory and software service etc. Normal desktop or laptop can offer limited services. For example [1], if user wants to store images, videos, documents in limited storage and also he wants to install heavy software but if computer has limited hard disk space and memory configuration, then these tasks may not be supported by these computers. Data mining [2] applications can be a good example because some data mining applications process huge data to find out useful pattern of information. So it may require more resources to process huge data as fast as possible. In that case you are required to increase your computing power, storage capacity and also the memory size. Also, we need to purchase licensed software to do our tasks. So the users are restricted because of limited hardware and software configuration. Cloud computing can put restriction on these barriers. Cloud services are provided by many organizations. The domain of cloud services is specific to the organization. Organizations may offer services as Software as a Service, Platform as a Service and Infrastructure as a Service. A cloud may also access to the other cloud services to fulfill the user’s demand.

To offer cloud services, it is required to include functional and non-functional parameters. These factors may be performance, interface, transparency, security and other functional and non-functional factors which are emphasized more, trust is one of them. Various organizations may form their own clouds according to the services like storage, computing power, memory, software. These cloud services may be accessed from intra-cloud service domain or inter-cloud service domain. A cloud service domain is an association of services with a trust broker. Trust broker provides the trust facility. Trust is a relationship of reliance.

It can happen that the required service is not available within the accessed cloud. We can say that, the required services are not inside the cloud or better services are found outside the specified cloud. But these services can’t
be involved directly because these are outside the secure cloud domain. Due to some security aspects like confidentiality, integrity, access control, denial of services etc. these services can not be accessed directly from other cloud. To resolve such issues, the extension of trusted region of cloud comes in light. So to approach the required service, if it is not present in the same cloud domain, domain of trust should be extended. It may be possible by exchanging security token among domains of cloud.

Users want to access required services while it does not present in a single cloud domain. Organizations or Businesses establish their own domain of trust by exchanging tokens among a set of cloud services which are used to form the composite business process. There may be a compatible service which is better service in other domain of trust. Therefore it is required to extend the cloud domain of trust to the services which are part of a different domain of trust.

**Trust Importance**

Trust is the necessary for the following:

- Feeling able to rely upon another entity
- Cooperating as a group
- Taking thoughtful risks
- Experiencing believable communication
- Avoiding contention among entities.

Trust helps to provide a controlled access to shared resources in a resource domain (the trusting domain) by verifying that the incoming authentication requests is coming from a trusted authority (the trusted domain). In this way, trust act as bridge that allows only validated authentication requests to travel between domains.

As cloud services are offered through Internet, they need to be secured. A cloud services domain of trust is an association of cloud services with a trust broker. There are two types of domain trust: intra-domain and inter-domain.

**Intra-domain trust**

Intra-domain trust of services is needed to provide secure accessing of services within the domain. All the services are registered with the trust broker of the cloud domain. And this trust broker is responsible for providing authenticated and authorized way to access the services within the domain.

**Inter-domain trust**

It may happen that the required cloud services are not present in the same domain. Then, it might be accessed from other cloud services domains so it is required that the other domain must form a trusted relationship with this domain. Security is an important issue when these services exist on the Internet. Organizations may form domains of trusted cloud services by exchanging tokens among them to form a composite cloud process of compatible services.

**II. Background**

Nowadays, Cloud computing has become the latest trend of internet. Many organizations are trying to set up their clouds for the commercial, economical, educational, political growth.

The credit of inception of the computing era goes to mainframe computer. [1] These computers are early computers; they have large cabinet to house CPUs and memory to work. It was not financially feasible for any individual while it was used by large organizations to process the bulk data. Personal computers replace the mainframe computers, they focus on individuals. Operating on these computers is simple. Personal computers reduce the cost, if an organization implements an application within the organization. To achieve this, it is required to have database and application interface on each individual computer. It can not only increase the cost of implementing application but also make the implementation task complex and less manageable.

Such implementation complexity can be resolved by Client-Server Computing. Server and Clients are the different entities. Server entity handles the database part while Client entity handles the interface part of the application. Client Server Computing reduces the computing cost, increases the performance, easy maintainability, scalable, highly available computing. It is also associated with the limitation of resources. This limitation restricts the client server computing and it can’t be applied globally to share information in effective and efficient way. The triple ‘W’ (WWW) resolves such issues. WWW was founded by Tim Berners-Lee. The web is a system of interlinked hypertext documents which are accessed by internet. Internet is free from various restrictions. It has no single point of control, no single point of information, no single owner, no single user or service provider. Internet was incepted for military purpose but today it becomes the necessary part of our
modus vivendi. It provides information in distributed manner. Information or data are stored on different servers which are provided to the user when demand comes. This system also has some limitation like limitation of storage, memory and processor etc. From this point, Cloud Computing comes into picture. Cloud computing doesn’t limit to grid, parallel [3] and distributed computing [4]. Cloud computing can involve power of such paradigms at any level to form a resource pool. Cloud computing offers services to the users on demand (pay per use) basis. Different clouds provide different services like Infrastructure, Platform, Software services to the interested user’s group.

There are various services exist within a proprietary cloud domain but sometimes it happens that all the required services don’t exist within a cloud domain while they exist out of that cloud. So, it is required to extend the cloud domain of services to other cloud domain to reach the compatible requested cloud services. The payment of services may be handled by both cloud organization internally.

Trust extension plays a critical role to smooth collaboration among cloud services from different trust domains and information sharing between trust domains. The collaboration of these cloud services makes new demands for managing trust-related behavior.

[5] suggests that explore requirements for a federated trust management system from four aspects, and then examine a set of suitable criteria for evaluation of such a system. The purpose of this paper is not to suggest a complete set of evaluation metrics covering all necessary features; instead, its purpose is to initiate a discussion and to offer a context in which to evaluate current and future solutions, in order to encourage the development of proper models and systems for trust management.

A method to establish a dynamic trust is described in [6]. A client send request to register a trust primitive corresponding to the policy from service provides. Client’s STS registers the primitive in the attribute service. The client embeds the token and sends the requests. Then service provider verifies it by asking its own STS. Both STS communicate and then request would be verified. In [7], approximately same method of [6] has been followed to establish the trust. Trust information is needed to be sent with security. In [8], a framework is proposed which is called as token exchange service (TES), which provides a set of services to make trust information exchange facilitate using security tokens. In these ways, a trusted domain of clouds may be form by exchanging tokens among the clouds which are used to form a composite cloud process.

III. Problem Statement

User wants to access any service so he has to access appropriate cloud which may offer requested service. If service is available in that cloud, user gets the service otherwise he has to search the proper cloud which may fulfill user’s wish. Literally, a composite cloud process is collaboration of atomic cloud services to achieve a predefined objective. Security is an important issue while accessing these services from the internet. Thus, the cloud services collaborating to form a composite service need to be trusted. Many businesses establish their own cloud domain of trust by exchanging tokens among a set of cloud services which are used to form the composite cloud process. It may happen that more useful compatible cloud services in other domains of trust are available which may be useful in the situation when a service from the trust domain of cloud is unavailable for any reason or better non functional offerings are made by other cloud service providers. These cloud services from other domains of trust cannot be included in the composite service because of lack of trust. Therefore, it is demanded to extend the trusted domain of cloud to the services which are part of a different trusted cloud domain.

IV. Solving Approach

It is needed to extend the domain of trust to the services which are found in the different trusted domain of cloud. To do so, a method may be followed as below:
Whenever a user demands for the service to the Cloud A, that service would be offered to the user. If the service is not available within the Cloud A, then Cloud A will extend the domain of trust internally without interrupting the user by following some secure steps as in Fig. 1.

In the step 1, Cloud A sends the authentication request to the STS/trust broker. Cloud A presents its credential (previously, issued by Trust Broker) to the STS. Then, STS validates the credentials and it may also decide whether to issue a security token for the authenticated cloud A. In step 2, authentication token may be issued if the cloud’s credential is validated successfully. After getting the authentication token, in the step 3, cloud A sends a service request message that includes the issued security token from STS. In step 4, The STS of the Cloud B validates the security token by communicating the STS which issued the token. Cloud B STS determines whether it is issued by trusted STS and the token was not tempered. In the step 5, the service initializes and sends a response message to the client. In this way, a secure channel between Cloud A and Cloud B is formed with the STS actions and the service may be offered to the interested user through Cloud A (internally collaborating with Cloud B) successfully.

V. Conclusion

Services offered by the extension of trusted domain of cloud may resolve the issues of security lack, unavailability of services, restriction of the cloud and incompatibility. In this way, a composite trustworthy cloud process is formed which allow users to access a single point of Iaas, Paas and Saas services easily and securely.
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